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The maximum power conversion efficiency of a solar cell as defined by the Shockley-Queisser �SQ� radia-
tive recombination limit relies on the assumption that the collection probability for all photogenerated electron/
hole pairs is unity. This assumption implies a virtually infinite mobility �n of the photogenerated charge
carriers. In order to compute the radiative efficiency limit with finite mobilities, we solve the continuity
equation for minority carrier transport including an additional photon recycling term that accounts for emission
of photons by radiative recombination and their subsequent reabsorption. This approach quantitatively connects
the SQ approach with the classical diode theory. Even when assuming radiative recombination as the only loss
mechanism, the maximum efficiency achievable within our model is reduced drastically when �n drops below
a critical value. This critical value depends on the absorption coefficient, the doping density of the absorber
material, as well as on the thickness and the light trapping scheme of the solar cell. Thus, these material and
device parameters gain a fundamental importance as soon as finite carrier mobility is considered. Our theory
yields a criterion that has to be fulfilled by any photovoltaic material in order to guarantee charge separation
even in an otherwise most ideal case. Exemplary application of our model to three real photovoltaic materials,
crystalline silicon �c-Si�, amorphous silicon �a-Si:H�, as well as Cu�In,Ga�Se2 �CIGS�, shows that mobilities
of c-Si and CIGS are three, respectively, 1 order of magnitude above this critical limit whereas the effective
hole mobilities in a-Si:H are scattered around the critical value. A comparison between solar cells and
light-emitting diodes with finite mobility and finite nonradiative lifetime reveals that materials for these
complementary devices have to fulfill different requirements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The maximum power conversion efficiency of a solar cell
is given by the Shockley-Queisser �SQ� limit.1 The only
quantities defining this theoretical limit are the cell tempera-
ture T, the spectral distribution of the solar irradiation, and
the band gap energy Eg of the semiconductor acting as the
photovoltaic absorber material. The SQ theory is based on
the detailed balance between the radiation fluxes absorbed
and emitted by the solar cell. The principle of detailed bal-
ance states that in thermodynamic equilibrium every process
must be in equilibrium with its reverse process. Thus, the SQ
limit restricts itself to the absolute minimum of physical ac-
tions, namely, the detailed balance pair light absorption and
light emission. The elegance of the SQ theory relies on four
basic assumptions.

�i� The solar cell absorbs all photons with energy E larger
than the band gap energy Eg. Each absorbed photon gener-
ates one electron/hole pair.

�ii� Under short circuit conditions all photogenerated car-
riers contribute to the photocurrent Jsc.

�iii� Spontaneous emission of photons by radiative recom-
bination of electron/hole pairs is the only loss mechanism as
required by the principle of detailed balance.

�iii� All photons emitted by radiative recombination have
the same chemical potential �. This chemical potential
equals the voltage V at the cell’s terminals multiplied with
the elementary charge q.

At this point it is important to note that all quantities
entering into the SQ theory are related to the surface area of

the solar cell. The optical and electrical properties hidden
underneath this surface are radically idealized by assump-
tions �i�–�iv�. In principle, the solar cell in the SQ sense has
a thickness of zero. Therefore, this idealization bears three
inherent contradictions.

�a� Since light absorption in any material is described by
Beer’s law, any light absorption requires a finite material
thickness. Moreover, an absorptance of strictly unity as re-
quired by assumption �i� in principle requires an infinite
thickness.

�b� Since charge separation cannot occur infinitely fast
over a finite distance, a collection probability of unity as
required by assumption �ii� can only hold as a limiting case.

�c� Since any carrier transport requires gradients of the
electron and hole quasi-Fermi levels EFn and EFp, the split-
ting �=EFn−EFp cannot exactly correspond to the voltage qV
at the cell’s terminal as required by assumption �iv�.

The SQ limit is often termed as the “radiative recombina-
tion limit” for photovoltaic energy conversion. However, the
reader may easily recognize that the restriction to radiative
recombination is covered by point �iii� from the above list. In
turn, assumptions �i�, �ii�, and �iv� are mere simplifications
leading to contradictions �a�–�c�. Hence, to circumvent these
contradictions and, at the same time, to connect the SQ limit
with real solar cells one has to relax assumptions �i�, �ii�, and
�iv�. Therefore, a complete approach to the radiative recom-
bination limit of solar cells has to account for the charge
carrier transport through the entire thickness of the solar cell.
Eventually, such a theory should recover the SQ case as a
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limiting situation for infinite carrier mobilities and infinite
cell thickness.

The present paper investigates the effect of finite mobility
�n on the conversion efficiency of otherwise ideal solar cells.
Whereas the band gap energy Eg is the only material param-
eter entering the SQ theory, extending the radiative effi-
ciency limit to photovoltaic absorbers with finite �n imme-
diately necessitates the inclusion of additional material and
device parameters. The thickness of the photovoltaic ab-
sorber, the doping density, the applied light trapping scheme,
and the absorption coefficient immediately gain fundamental
physical importance. The present approach defines a mini-
mum mobility that needs to be surpassed by any given pho-
tovoltaic material in order to work optimally as a photovol-
taic absorber within a pn-junction solar cell. With �n being
larger than this critical value, the cell efficiencies approach
the respective SQ limit if no loss mechanism other than ra-
diative recombination is allowed.

When decreasing the nonradiative lifetime �nr from infin-
ity to values much smaller than the radiative lifetime �r, the
model yields a smooth transition from a solar cell that is
described by the SQ theory to a solar cell that follows the
classical diode theory. The essential ingredient that allows us
to make the connection between these two classical theories
is the inclusion of photon recycling �PR� into the transport
equations as first pointed out by Martí et al.4 We show that
neglecting PR within the transport equation as in the classi-
cal diode theory is only a good approximation if �r�10�nr.

We also use our model to investigate light-emitting diodes
�LEDs�. In an ideal LED every injected electron is converted
into an emitted photon via radiative recombination. There-
fore, the ideal solar cell in the SQ sense is at the same time
an ideal LED. However, as the presented model points out,
the ways in which solar cells and LEDs are affected by finite
mobilities and/or finite nonradiative lifetimes differ quite
substantially.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the basic ingredients of the present model. A complete ac-
count of the rather cumbersome technical details for the
model is given in Ref. 22. Section III presents the basic
results on the radiative efficiency limit for pn-junction solar
cells with finite minority carrier mobility �n. We demonstrate
that the maximum power conversion efficiency of a solar cell
is only achievable with �n exceeding a certain critical value
that in turn depends on the absorption coefficient and the
doping density of the photovoltaic absorber material as well
as on the thickness and the light trapping scheme of the solar
cell. Subsequently, we extend our model to include nonradi-
ative recombination thereby spanning the gap between the
SQ theory and the classical textbook description of a
pn-junction solar cell. We also investigate the consequences
of finite mobilities and finite nonradiative lifetimes for solar
cells and LEDs. Here we find that upon departure from the
ideal situation, solar cells are sensitive to both low lifetimes
and low mobilities whereas LEDs are more sensitive to low
lifetimes. Section IV shows that our model allows us to in-
vestigate the suitability of real materials with finite mobility
as photovoltaic absorbers. Here, we use the examples of
crystalline silicon �c-Si�, amorphous silicon �a-Si:H�, and
Cu�In,Ga�Se2 �CIGS�. The critical mobilities needed to

achieve 90% of the maximum short circuit current in the
radiative limit are �crit=0.38 cm2 �V s�−1 for c-Si, �crit
=0.007 cm2 �V s�−1 for a-Si:H, and �crit=0.08 cm2 �V s�−1

for CIGS.

II. DIFFUSION EQUATION WITH REABSORPTION

Most models currently used for the theoretical description
of real solar cells are in flat contradiction to the SQ approach.
For instance, the most common textbook example for a solar
cell2 uses Shockley’s diode theory.3 The discrepancy be-
tween Shockley’s diode equation and the SQ theory was ad-
dressed by Martí et al.4 The same authors also pointed out
that this contradiction is eliminated by the inclusion of PR,
i.e., the process of radiative recombination of an electron
and/or hole pair followed by the reabsorption of the photon
elsewhere in the absorber. Thus, PR introduces a nonlocal
radiative interaction term that complements charge carrier
transport and establishes the internal and external radiation
balance of the photovoltaic absorber.

The effect of PR was discussed theoretically as early as
1957,5–7 and first experimental evidence was reported ten
years later in luminescence measurements.8–11 The first rig-
orous theoretical treatment of PR was presented in 1977 by
Kuriyama et al.12 who used their theory to analyze lumines-
cence quantum efficiencies in AlGaAs heterostructures.
Asbeck13 derived a �numerical� expression for a modified
radiative lifetime that includes reabsorption of photons.
Mettler14 modified the rather complex derivation of Ref. 12
and developed the approach that is also used in the present
work.

The relevance of PR for solar cells was not investigated
until 1991 when Parrott and Potts15 and Durbin and Gray16,17

presented simulations of solar cell efficiencies including the
effect of PR. These authors restricted themselves to the prac-
tical cases where nonradiative recombination is the dominant
recombination process. A similar focus was also chosen by
Badescu and Landsberg,18 Yamamoto et al.,19 and Balenza-
tegui and Martí.20 Parrott21 was the first to relate photon
recycling and the detailed balance efficiency limit. However,
while deriving his model for a spatially dependent chemical
potential of the emitted photons, all the computations are
carried out under the assumptions that the chemical potential
of the photons is constant within one absorption length. A
constant chemical potential was also assumed in the paper of
Martí et al.4 when combining the classical diode theory with
detailed balance considerations.

As in this paper, we are also interested in very low values
for �n; we cannot afford any simplification using only slight
spatial variations of the chemical potential of photons. In-
stead, we use the rigorous approach of Mettler14 in combina-
tion with the numerical computation scheme presented by
Durbin and Gray17 with only minor modifications as pointed
out in Ref. 22.

To combine detailed balance considerations and transport
of charge carriers, one has to solve the minority carrier dif-
fusion equation

Dn
d2n

dx2 + Gint�x� −
n

�r
−

n − n0

�nr
= − Gsun�x� − Gbb�x� , �1�

complemented by an internal generation rate Gint�x� that ac-
counts for the recycling of photons emitted by radiative re-
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combination. The detailed derivation of the numerical
scheme used to solve this equation with the appropriate
boundary conditions is presented in Ref. 22. Here, we restrict
ourselves to delineating the basic idea of the approach. For
our computations we always neglect the depletion region.
This assumption is justified as long as the depletion region is
much smaller than the absorption length.

In Eq. �1�, n�x� is the profile of the minority carrier con-
centration over the spatial coordinate x and n0 is the equilib-
rium concentration. Transport is exclusively diffusive with
the diffusion constant Dn that is related to the electron mo-
bility �n via Dn= �kBT /q��n, where q is the elementary
charge, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the absolute cell
temperature. Recombination is split up into radiative recom-
bination with the radiative lifetime �r and nonradiative re-
combination with the nonradiative lifetime �nr. The external
generation consists of the equilibrium blackbody generation
rate Gbb and the nonequilibrium generation rate Gsun pro-
vided by the sun. The effect of PR results in an internal
generation rate

Gint�xg� = �
xr=0

xr=d

�Gint�xg,xr� �2�

caused by radiative recombination within the sample. Here, d
is the sample thickness and

�Gint�xg,xr� =
4�n̄2

h3c2 �
0

�

	2�E�E2 exp� − E

kBT
�


f r�xg,xr�dE
n�xr�

n0
�xr �3�

denotes the generation rate at x=xg that is caused by radia-
tively recombining carriers in xr. Here, n̄ is the refractive
index, h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light, E is the
photon energy, and 	�E� is the absorption coefficient. The
interaction term embraces all interaction paths between the
coordinates xr and xg. The computation of these interaction
terms is somewhat cumbersome. For the plane surface �Fig.
1�a�� we refer to the work of Durbin and Gray.17 For the case
of a textured surface �Fig. 1�b��, we restrict ourselves to give
the results of our analysis that can be found elsewhere.22

In the following, we denote the two light paths that con-
nect xr and xg with no intermediate reflection at the front
surface as “direct” �cf. Figs. 1�a� and 1�b��. Under the as-
sumption of a perfectly reflecting back side, integrating this
interaction term across all spherical angles yields

f r
dir�xg,xr,E� = Ei„	�E��xg − xr�… + Ei„	�E��2d − xg − xr�… ,

�4�

where

Ei�z� = �
z

� exp�− t�
t

dt �5�

denotes the exponential integral.
All paths that involve reflections at the front surface de-

pend on the assumed optical properties of that surface. The
indirect interaction terms of a flat surface �Fig. 1�a�� are
given in Ref. 17. For the Lambertian light trapping �Fig.
1�b��, we find �see Appendix and Refs. 22 and 23�

f r
Lamb�xg,xr,E� =

2	Ei2�	xr� + Ei2�2	d − 	xr�
	Ei2�	xg� + Ei2�2	d − 	xg�

1 − tcell�1 − tLamb�

, �6�

where the function Ei2�z� is defined by Ei2�z�=exp�−z�−z Ei�z�. The average transmission probability tLamb of a Lambertian
surface with zero reflectance is tLamb=1 / n̄2. The transmission probability tcell through the cell averaged over a Lambertian
angular distribution of the light is
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(a) plane surface(a) plane surface(a) plane surface(a) plane surface

(b) textured surface(b) textured surface(b) textured surface(b) textured surface

recom-recom-recom-recom-
binationbinationbinationbination

re-absorptionre-absorptionre-absorptionre-absorption

recom-recom-recom-recom-
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FIG. 1. �Color online� In a solar cell with plane surface �a� all
external rays impinging on the front surface are refracted toward the
surface normal due to the higher refractive index n̄ inside the semi-
conductor. Internally emitted rays leave the cell if the emission
angle is smaller than the critical solid angle �c=2� arcsin�1 / n̄�. If
the emission angle is larger than �c then the ray is internally re-
flected until it is completely absorbed within the solar cell. In a cell
with textured surface �b� an external ray is randomized upon trans-
mitting the front surface. The same accounts for internally emitted
rays. These internal rays are transmitted with the transmission prob-
ability tLamb into the half sphere with �=2� and reflected with the
probability 1− tLamb.
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tcell = �1 − 2	d�exp�− 2	d� + �2	d�2 Ei�2	d� . �7�

The generation rates Gsun and Gbb on the right hand side
of Eq. �1� are computed in a similar manner as the internal
generation rate Gint and include multiple reflections as well.22

To solve the linear integrodifferential equation �Eq. �1��,
we transform it into a self-consistent matrix equation that
includes the optical interaction between the planes at xr and
xg with finite thickness �x. The numerical evaluation scheme
is closely related to the procedure used by Durbin and
Gray.16,17

III. RESULTS WITH CONSTANT ABSORPTION
COEFFICIENT

A. Basic assumptions

This section discusses the results of the computations. For
the analysis we normalize the mobility �n to the reference
mobility22

�ref =
qNAbb

Eg

kBT	0ni
2 , �8�

where NA is the doping concentration, ni is the intrinsic car-
rier concentration, bb

Eg is the integrated blackbody spectrum
bb

Eg =�Eg

� �bb�E�dE with �bb�E� being the spectral blackbody
photon density, and 	0 is the absorption coefficient at a pho-
ton energy E=Eg+kBT. In this section, we restrict the dis-
cussion to the case of constant absorption coefficient 	�E�
=	0 for E�Eg and 	�E�=0 for E�Eg. For constant absorp-
tion, the reference mobility is expressed in terms of the ra-
diative lifetime �r and reads as

�ref =
qNA

4kBTn̄2	0
2ni

2�r

. �9�

We begin the analysis with the radiative efficiency limit,
i.e., with radiative recombination being the only loss mecha-
nism. For a sufficiently thick sample that guarantees virtually
complete light absorption, we investigate the influence of
mobility and band gap energy. Subsequently, we analyze the
impact of reduced sample thickness, combined with light
trapping effects of a randomly textured front surface. Finally,
we discuss the influence of nonradiative recombination.

If not mentioned otherwise, all simulations use the param-
eters listed in Table I. All simulations assume a pn-junction
solar cell with p-type base, no recombination in the space
charge region or at the back contact, and no parasitic Ohmic
losses. We further assume perfect optical surfaces, i.e., a re-

flection coefficient �f=0 at the front surface and �b=1 at the
back surface.

B. Radiative efficiency limit

Figure 2 displays the SQ efficiency limit for an AM1.5G
spectrum24 versus the band gap energy �stars�. Also shown
are the simulation results for a solar cell with radiative re-
combination as the only loss mechanism �assumption �iii��
but with finite mobility �n. For �n�100�ref the efficiency
equals the efficiency limit calculated by Shockley and Queis-
ser. The large thickness 	0d=10 guarantees complete light
absorption �assumption �i�� and the large mobility guarantees
complete collection of the generated carriers �assumptions
�ii� and �iv��. The inclusion of photon recycling guarantees
the fulfillment of the detailed internal and external radiation
balance. Thus, all assumptions of the SQ theory are fulfilled.
Upon decreasing the mobility �n, carrier collection is dimin-
ished, which leads to a reduction in the short circuit current
density Jsc and consequently to a reduction in the efficiency.

Figure 3 demonstrates the influence of the mobility on the
short circuit and the saturation current density J0 that deter-
mines the recombination current via the diode law

J = J0 exp�qV/�kBT�� − 1. �10�

The figure shows J0 and Jsc normalized to their maximum
values J0

SQ and Jsc
SQ in the SQ limit versus the mobility

�n /�ref. For sufficiently large mobilities the normalized cur-
rents approach unity, i.e., the Shockley-Queisser limit. How-
ever, reducing the mobility below a critical value

TABLE I. Standard parameters used for the computations. The
parameters include the band gap Eg, the refractive index n̄, the cell
thickness d, the reflection coefficients �f at the front surface and �b

at the back side, and the electron surface recombination velocity Sn

at the back contact.

Eg n̄ d �f �b Sn 	�E� Front surface

1 eV 3 10 /	0 0 1 0 	0 Textured

FIG. 2. Radiative efficiency �no nonradiative recombination� vs
band gap energy Eg. The absorption coefficient is 	=	0, the nor-
malized thickness is 	0d=10, and the front surface is textured. All
parameters are listed in Table I. For increasing mobility, the effi-
ciency approaches the Shockley-Queisser limit �stars�. For lower
normalized mobilities, however, the efficiency is reduced drasti-
cally, even though radiative recombination is the only loss mecha-
nism. The efficiency loss is caused by reduced carrier collection
manifested in a reduced short circuit current Jsc.
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�crit
rad =

�ref

4n̄2 a2�d� =
qbb

EgNA

4n̄2kBT	0ni
2a2�d� �11�

results in a sharp drop of the extracted currents. The value of
the critical mobility depends on the absorptance a�d� �cf.
Eqs. �13� and �15�� and is obtained from the intersect of the
low-mobility limit22

J0
rad/J0

SQ = 2n̄��n/�ref, �12�

with the high-mobility limit J0
rad /J0

SQ=a�d� as exemplarily
depicted in Fig. 3 for 	0d=0.01. At �n=�crit

rad it holds Jsc
=0.5a�d�Jsc

SQ and J0
rad=0.5a�d�J0

SQ.
Due to the assumed spectral independence of the absorp-

tion coefficient 	�E�=	0 and the textured front surface, the
generation profiles caused by ambient room temperature
blackbody and solar irradiation are identical except for their
magnitude. Therefore, J0 and Jsc exhibit the same depen-
dency on �n /�ref and, thus, the open circuit voltage Voc
= �kBT /q�ln�Jsc /J0+1� is independent of the mobility. Con-
sequently, the reduction of the efficiency with decreasing �n
is exclusively caused by the reduction of the short circuit
current.

C. Light trapping

The enhanced light trapping by textured surfaces nor-
mally serves to reduce the cell thickness that is necessary to
absorb a sufficiently large part of the available sunlight.
Therefore, Figs. 4�a� and 4�b� investigate the effect of light
trapping by comparing the dependence of the short circuit
current density Jsc on the normalized cell thickness 	0d of a
textured and a nontextured cell. For high mobilities �n

=100�ref, Jsc of both cells follows the absorptance �shown as
open squares in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b��.

The absorptance a�d� depends on the thickness d and the
nature of the front surface. For a textured front surface with
�f=0 and a back side with �b=1 it holds22,25

a�d� 
d

d + dcrit
text , �13�

where the critical thickness

dcrit
text =

1

4	0n̄2 �14�

is defined as the thickness at which it holds a�d�=0.5.
For normal incidence on a plane front surface with �f

=0 and �b=1, the absorptance reads as

a�d� = 1 − exp�− 2	0d� . �15�

From a�dcrit
plane�=0.5 we obtain from Eq. �15� the critical

thickness

dcrit
plane =

ln�2�
2	0

. �16�

As can be seen from Fig. 4, the critical thickness dcrit
text for

the textured front surface is by roughly a factor of 10 smaller
than dcrit

plane for the nontextured surface. This effect is due to
two reasons. First, the incident light is diffracted and
traverses the sample at an angle, thus experiencing a longer
propagation path than light with normal incidence on a plane
surface. Second, all rays are internally reflected at the front

FIG. 3. Short circuit current Jsc and saturation current J0 nor-
malized to the maximum currents in the Shockley-Queisser limit vs
the normalized mobility �n /�ref. The currents approach their maxi-
mum value for sufficiently large mobility. With decreasing mobility,
both short circuit current and saturation current drop sharply once
�n falls below a critical mobility �crit

rad. The absorption coefficient is
	=	0, the band gap is Eg=1 eV, and the front surface is textured.
All parameters are taken from Table I.

FIG. 4. Currents J0 and Jsc normalized to the maximum values
in the Shockley-Queisser limit vs cell thickness d for a textured �a�
and plane �b� front surface. The absorption coefficient is 	=	0 and
the band gap is Eg=1 eV; all other parameters are listed in Table I.
For low d, the currents are limited by the incomplete absorptance of
the cell �squares�. For low mobilities, the current saturates at lower
levels. This is because once the sample thickness is larger than the
diffusion length, further increase of the thickness will not lead to
increased carrier collection even though the absorption might still
be increased.
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surface with the increased reflection coefficient 1−1 / n̄2,26

leading to efficient light trapping within the sample. From
Eqs. �14� and �16� we find dcrit

plane /dcrit
text=2 ln�2�n̄212.5 with

the refractive index n̄=3.
We also observe in Fig. 4 that the achievable Jsc values

for the smaller mobilities �n=1�0.01�
�ref are slightly
higher for the textured compared to the nontextured cell.
Thus, textured solar cells display a larger tolerance to low
mobilities than nontextured cells. However, the major benefit
of light trapping is the allowance for thinner cells in the
nonradiative26 as well as in the radiative limit.

D. Nonradiative recombination

Figures 5�a�–5�c� illustrate how the efficiency �, the short
circuit current density Jsc, and the open circuit voltage Voc
depend on the ratio of radiative and nonradiative lifetimes
�solid lines�. The quantities are displayed for the two normal-
ized mobilities �n /�ref=1 and �n /�ref=104. With increasing
nonradiative recombination the short circuit current in Fig.
5�a� decreases due to the decreasing diffusion length and the
resulting reduced carrier collection. However, for Jsc, only

the diffusion length, i.e., the product of mobility and lifetime,
is relevant, and, thus, the losses induced by decreasing life-
time are compensated with high mobility. Therewith, almost
complete carrier collection is achieved even with miserable
lifetimes. The critical mobility needed to maintain sufficient
carrier collection depends on the nonradiative lifetime and
for thick solar cells with a�d�=1 reads as22

�crit = �crit
rad +

�refn̄
2�r

�nr
. �17�

The critical mobility approaches its radiative limit �crit
rad for

�nr��r. With increasing nonradiative recombination, i.e.,
�nr��r, �crit is proportional to �r /�nr and is expressed as a
critical diffusion length

Lcrit =�kBT�crit�nr

q
=�kBT�refn̄

2�r

q
=

1

	0
, �18�

which equals the absorption length 1 /	0.
The open circuit voltage Voc decreases with increasing

nonradiative recombination as well �Fig. 5�b��. While the
mobility has no influence on Voc in the radiative limit, the
open circuit voltage is slightly higher for lower mobilities
when nonradiative recombination comes into play. However,
the mobility by no means has the compensating effect it has
on the short circuit current. For the open circuit voltage the
crucial factor is definitely the lifetime. Since both Jsc and Voc
decrease with increasing nonradiative recombination, also
the efficiency is decreased �Fig. 5�c��. For high mobilities, �
is dominated by Voc as long as the short circuit current re-
mains high ��n��crit�. For low mobilities, however, the ef-
ficiency is dominated by the drastic losses in Jsc.

For comparison, the results from the classical diode
theory3 are displayed as well �dashed lines�. In this context,
classical diode theory means leaving out the internal genera-
tion rate Gint in Eq. �1� that is caused by photon recycling. If
recombination is dominated by nonradiative recombination,
i.e., for �r�10�nr, photon recycling is negligible and the
classical diode theory is sufficiently accurate; the results with
or without the inclusion of photon recycling converge. With
decreasing nonradiative recombination, radiative recombina-
tion and PR become much more important. The classical
diode theory is not sufficient to describe the efficiency in the
radiative limit. In the form chosen here, the classical theory
predicts efficiencies that are far below the SQ limit.

E. Reciprocity between solar cell and light-emitting diode

Although solar cells and LEDs are reciprocal devices con-
verting optical energy into electrical energy and vice versa,
this does not automatically imply that both devices have the
same material requirements in terms of lifetime and mobility.
This section analyzes the relationship between solar cell and
LED performance and points out the different material crite-
ria to obtain high performance devices.

Whereas the performance of a solar cell is measured by its
power conversion efficiency �, the performance of a light-
emitting diode is not quantified in energy terms but in terms
of the �external� LED quantum efficiency

FIG. 5. Solar cell output parameters vs the lifetime ratio of
radiative and nonradiative lifetimes for different normalized mobili-
ties �norm=1 and �norm=104. Solid lines represent the numerical
calculations including photon recycling �PR�, and dashed lines
stand for the classical approach �Ref. 3� obtained by leaving out the
PR term. The classical approach yields reasonable results only if the
radiative lifetime is at least ten times larger than the nonradiative
lifetime, i.e., for �r�10�nr. Whereas losses in the short circuit cur-
rent Jsc for low lifetimes can be compensated by increasing the
mobility �a�, the open circuit voltage is almost exclusively domi-
nated by the lifetime �b�. For high mobilities, the efficiency is lim-
ited by Voc, for low mobilities, Jsc is the limiting factor �c�. The
absorption coefficient is 	=	0, the normalized thickness is 	0d
=10, the band gap is Eg=1 eV, and the front surface is textured. All
parameters are listed in Table I.
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EQELED =
em�V� − bb

Eg

Jel�V�/q
, �19�

which states which part of the electrical current density Jel at
the terminals of the device is converted into the excess emis-
sion flux density em−bb

Eg. As shown in Refs. 27 and 28 the
LED quantum efficiency is coupled to the open circuit volt-
age of a solar cell via

EQELED =
J0

rad

J0
rad + J0

nr  exp� q

kBT
�Voc − Voc

rad�� , �20�

where Voc
rad is the open circuit voltage that would be achieved

if the device were dominated by radiative recombination
only. In a first order approximation, Voc

rad is equal to Voc
SQ.27,28

Relation �20� demonstrates that the LED quantum efficiency
EQELED, i.e., the quality of an LED, is coupled directly to
the open circuit voltage of the device when acting as a solar
cell. Therefore, the crucial material parameter to obtain a
good quantum efficiency EQELED is—just as for the open
circuit voltage Voc—the lifetime ratio �r /�nr. This result is
insofar as not surprising as the lifetime ratio also determines
the internal LED quantum efficiency IQELED= �1+�r /�nr�−1,
which describes the probability that a recombination event
takes place radiatively.

Figures 6�a� and 6�b� display the normalized solar cell
efficiency � /�SQ �a� and the LED quantum efficiency
EQELED �b� vs the normalized mobility �n /�ref. Figure 6�a�
demonstrates a significant deterioration of the photovoltaic
efficiency � when decreasing the mobility �n. This effect
results from the decline of the short circuit current density Jsc

that enters linearly into the output power, and hence into the
efficiency of the solar cell. The effect of �n on � depends
also on the lifetime ratio �r /�nr. However, even for �r /�nr
=10−4, i.e., basically in the radiative limit, � drops sharply as
soon as �n /�ref becomes smaller than unity. Interestingly, the
LED quantum efficiency EQELED at this lifetime ratio is ba-
sically unaffected by any mobility effect as can be seen in
Fig. 6�b�. Only for �r /�nr=10−2 and 100 we notice an influ-
ence of �n on EQELED. This mobility effect, however, is
much less pronounced than the consequences of the varia-
tions of the ratio �r /�nr that cause the differences between the
different curves in Fig. 6�b�. In addition, lowering the mo-
bility implies an increase of EQELED which is in sharp con-
trast to the mobility effect on � in Fig. 6�a�.

The influence of the lifetime ratio �r /�nr on � and EQELED
is illustrated in Figs. 7�a� and 7�b�. Obviously, both quanti-
ties deteriorate with increasing �r /�nr, i.e., with increasing
contribution of nonradiative recombination. However, the
sensitivity of the solar cell efficiency � on the increase of
nonradiative recombination is much less pronounced than
that of the LED quantum efficiency EQELED. This is because,
especially for high mobilities ��n /�ref=104 and 102 in Fig.
7�a�� the product �n� that defines the diffusion length is still
large enough to warrant almost complete carrier collection.
Thus, even down to a relatively low lifetime the short circuit
current is barely affected by decreasing �nr �cf. Fig. 5�a��. In
contrast, the open circuit voltage Voc is affected by a de-
crease of �nr already at very large values of �nr �cf. Fig. 5�b��.
It is interesting to discuss the curves in Fig. 7�b� with respect
to their reciprocal interpretation for the LED quantum effi-
ciency EQELED and for the photovoltaic open circuit voltage
Voc as depicted in Fig. 5�b�. Obviously, an increase of non-

FIG. 6. Solar cell efficiency � /�SQ �a� and LED quantum effi-
ciency EQELED �b� versus the normalized mobility �n /�ref. The
power conversion efficiency � decreases with decreasing mobility.
This decrease is more pronounced at low lifetimes. In contrast, the
quantum efficiency EQELED depends almost exclusively on the
nonradiative carrier lifetime. The absorption coefficient is 	=	0,
the normalized thickness is 	0d=10, the band gap is Eg=1 eV, and
the front surface is textured. All parameters are identical to the
parameters used in Fig. 5.

FIG. 7. Solar cell efficiency � /�SQ �a� and LED quantum effi-
ciency EQELED �b� versus the lifetime ratio of radiative and nonra-
diative lifetimes. Whereas the decrease of the power conversion
efficiency � caused by nonradiative recombination can be compen-
sated by a sufficiently high mobility �n, the quantum efficiency
EQELED depends almost exclusively on the nonradiative carrier life-
time and is hardly influenced by the mobility. All parameters are
identical to the parameters used in Fig. 6.
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radiative recombination �increasing ratio �r /�nr� leads to a
dramatic decline of EQELED. The interpretation of the same
data in terms of Voc is pronouncedly less dramatic. We have
only a loss of about 60 mV in Voc where we loose a factor of
10 in EQELED. This is because of the exponential relation
between Voc and EQELED as given by Eq. �20�.

Thus, we may summarize Figs. 6 and 7 as follows: When
departing from the ideal limit ��n=�, �nr=�, where
EQELED=1 and �=�SQ�, LEDs are especially sensitive to
decreasing �nr, whereas they are rather insensitive to a de-
crease of �n. On the contrary, a decrease of �n leads to
considerable losses in the photovoltaic conversion efficiency
� of solar cells. Moreover, solar cells are less prone to an
increase of nonradiative recombination.

F. Thickness of solar cells and light-emitting diodes

As Fig. 7�b� demonstrates, the external LED quantum ef-
ficiency already drops drastically at �r /�nr=10−2, even
though the corresponding internal quantum efficiency
IQELED=0.99 is close to unity. This effect stems from the
fact that only a fraction of the internally emitted photons
directly leave the device if the thickness exceeds 1 /	0. Re-
absorption of those photons then multiplies the consequences
of nonradiative recombination.

Figures 8�a� and 8�b� demonstrate the influence of the
absorber thickness on solar cell efficiency �a� and on LED
quantum efficiency �b�. Both � and EQELED are displayed
for the lifetime ratios �r /�nr=10−2 �solid lines� and �r /�nr

=1 �dashed lines�, and for the normalized mobilities
�n /�ref=1 and �n /�ref=105.

For decreasing sample thickness, the efficiency in Fig.
8�a� is limited by incomplete absorption. Neither mobility
nor lifetime have an influence on �. With increasing thick-
ness, the absorptance increases which in turn results in a
higher short circuit current and efficiency. For low lifetimes,
further increase of the thickness results in increased nonra-
diative bulk recombination which reduces the open circuit
voltage and consequently, the efficiency until the thickness
surpasses the diffusion length. The combined effect of the
mobility on Voc and on Jsc in total leads to a positive influ-
ence of the mobility on the efficiency and to a lowered re-
duction of � with d for high mobilities.

In contrast, in Fig. 8�b� the external quantum efficiency
EQELED approaches its maximum value, the internal quan-
tum efficiency IQELED, for 	0d→0. This is because PR ef-
fects become negligible for 	0d→0 and all internally emit-
ted photons are also emitted externally. It holds IQELED
=0.99 for �r /�nr=10−2 and IQELED=0.5 for �r /�nr=1. Again,
with increasing thickness, nonradiative bulk recombination
reduces EQELED until the thickness surpasses the diffusion
length. Hence, low mobilities, leading to lower diffusion
lengths, mitigate this effect in LEDs.

Let us perform an analytical approximation to point out
the dependency of the solar cell efficiency and the LED
quantum efficiency on thickness and lifetime for the case of
�n→�. With this simplification, the radiative saturation cur-
rent density for an energy-independent absorption coefficient
	�E�=	0 for E�Eg �Refs. 1 and 25� is given by

J0
rad = J0

SQ

=
2�qkBTa�d�

h3c2 exp�− Eg

kBT
��Eg

2 + 2EgkBT + 2�kBT�2� .

�21�

Using the radiative lifetime29

�r = �8�kBTn̄2	0

h3c2 exp�− Eg

kBT
��Eg

2 + 2EgkBT + 2�kBT�2��−1

�22�

and the absorptance a�d� of a textured sample from Eq. �13�,
we obtain

J0
rad =

qn0a�d�
4n̄2	0�r

=
qn0d

�1 + 4n̄2	0d��r

. �23�

The nonradiative saturation current for �n→� is simply
given by

J0
nr =

qn0d

�nr
. �24�

In the high-mobility limit, the power conversion efficiency is
obtained with help of Jsc=a�d�Jsc

SQ and Voc= �kBT /q�ln
�Jsc / �J0

rad+J0
nr��. Figure 8�a� demonstrates the good agree-

ment between analytical �symbols� and numerical �lines� re-
sults.

Accordingly, the LED quantum efficiency reads as

FIG. 8. Solar cell efficiency � /�SQ �a� and LED quantum effi-
ciency EQELED �b� versus the normalized thickness 	0d for differ-
ent lifetime ratios �r /�nr=10−2 �solid lines� and �r /�nr=1 �dashed
lines�. A second parameter is the normalized mobility �n /�ref=1
and �n /�ref=105 as indicated in the figure. For decreasing absorber
thickness, the efficiency �a� is limited by incomplete absorption. In
contrast, the LED quantum efficiency �b� converges toward the in-
ternal quantum efficiency given by IQELED= �1+�r /�nr�−1. With in-
creasing sample thickness, nonradiative bulk recombination leads to
a decrease in both � and EQELED. Symbols represent the analytical
approximations in the high-mobility limit. The absorption coeffi-
cient is 	=	0, the band gap is Eg=1 eV, and the front surface is
textured.
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EQELED =
1

1 + J0
nr/J0

rad =
1

1 + �1 + 4n̄2	0d��r/�nr

. �25�

Figure 8�b� displays EQELED computed with Eq. �25� as
symbols. For �n /�ref=105, the analytical solution shows an
excellent agreement with the numerical values. For �n /�ref
=1, the results differ once the thickness exceeds the diffusion
length.

The considerations of this and the preceding section show
that the material and device requirements to obtain a good
light-emitting diode are not necessarily equivalent to the re-
quirements necessary to obtain a good solar cell. An LED
primarily requires a high lifetime. It profits from increased
EQELED with reduced thickness and might even gain from a
lower carrier mobility. In contrast, a solar cell should be
thick enough to guarantee almost complete light absorption.
Also, a high lifetime alone is not sufficient to make a good
solar cell. The solar cell additionally needs a high carrier
mobility. In a solar cell it is not enough to prevent nonradi-
ative recombination. One also has to ensure the transport of
photogenerated minority carriers out of the cell. Moreover, a
solar cell should be considerably thicker than an LED, in
particular, for high mobilities.

IV. MAXIMUM EFFICIENCIES OF REAL MATERIALS

This section analyzes the critical mobility and the effi-
ciency limits for the three semiconducting materials crystal-
line silicon �c-Si�, hydrogenated amorphous silicon
�a-Si:H�, and Cu�In1−x ,Gax�Se2 with x=0.26 �CIGS�. It in-
vestigates whether any of the three materials is limited by the
minority carrier mobility in the radiative recombination limit
or whether insufficient carrier transport is only a problem in
combination with low carrier lifetimes. These considerations
are particularly important with respect to the efficiency po-
tential of a-Si:H and CIGS, two materials with relatively
low reported mobility values.

The cell thicknesses are chosen as typical values and also
large enough to guarantee virtually complete absorption of
the solar spectrum. We use d=200 �m for c-Si, d=1 �m for
a-Si:H, and d=2 �m for CIGS. All solar cells are assumed
to be pn-junction solar cells with a zero reflectance textured
front surface, and no recombination at the back contact. The
absorption coefficients are taken from Ref. 2 in the case of
crystalline silicon or from measured data and are displayed
in Fig. 9. The measured data include sub-band-gap tail-like
absorption. For the simulation we assume that all carriers
excited into these states contribute to the photo current with
the same mobility as those excited into states in the conduc-
tion or valence band. Other parameters needed for the simu-
lation are taken from Ref. 30 in the case of c-Si, from Refs.
31 and 32 in the case of a-Si:H, and from Ref. 33 in the case
of CIGS. A detailed listing of the parameters is given in Ref.
22.

For the transformation of the normalized mobility �n /�ref
and the lifetime ratio �r /�nr into the unit-bearing quantities
�n, �r, and �nr, one requires the doping concentration NA. We
assume NA=5
1016 cm−3 which is a typical value for sili-
con solar cells. However, the doping concentration must not

be chosen too low in order not to violate the assumption of
low-level injection, in particular, in the radiative recombina-
tion limit. For a given doping concentration, the exact depen-
dence on �n and �nr is only captured below a maximum open
circuit voltage Voc

max= �2kBT /q�ln�NA /ni�. A generalized ap-
proach that is not limited to low-level injection will be pre-
sented in Ref. 34.

Figures 10�a�–10�c� display the simulated efficiency �
versus the nonradiative lifetime �nr for different mobilities.
The chosen mobilities vary between the materials and are
chosen in such a way that reported measured values fall in
the displayed range. The mobilities are �n=24, 240, and
2400 cm2 �V s�−1 for c-Si, �n=0.34, 3.4, and 34 cm2 �V s�−1

for a-Si:H, and �n=0.15, 1.5, and 150 cm2 �V s�−1 for
CIGS. The unconventional values result from the denormal-
ization of the normalized mobilities.

Figures 11�a�–11�c� depict the critical mobilities extracted
from the simulations as a function of the nonradiative life-
time �nr. Open symbols represent the mobility at which the
short circuit current has reached 90% of its maximum value
and solid symbols represent the mobility at which the current
has reached 50%. Note that Eqs. �9� and �17� are not strictly
valid for energy-dependent absorption coefficient and only
convey the general picture of the involved dependencies.

A. Crystalline silicon

Monocrystalline silicon has a very high electron mobility
�n=1240 cm2 �V s�−1.30 With passivated surfaces, at a dop-
ing density NA=5
1016 cm−3, lifetimes of several hundreds
of microseconds are attainable �see, for example, Ref. 35�.
Therefore, collection of almost all photogenerated charge
carriers is usually warranted in c-Si solar cells. In Fig. 11�a�,
the critical mobility �crit�90% �, which allows us to extract
90% of those carriers, for �nr→� saturates at �crit

rad�90% �

FIG. 9. Experimental absorption coefficients of crystalline sili-
con �c-Si, squares�, hydrogenated amorphous silicon �a-Si:H,
circles�, and Cu�In1−x ,Gax�Se2 �CIGS, triangles� with x=0.26 ver-
sus the photon energy. Amorphous silicon exhibits a significant sub-
band-gap absorption in band tail states. In the chosen spectrum of
CIGS the band tails are much less pronounced.
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=3.8
10−1cm2 �V s�−1. Thus, the mobilities of c-Si are
more than 3 orders of magnitude larger than this critical
value that would indicate a pure mobility problem for a pho-
tovoltaic material, instead of a �� problem. Such a �� prob-
lem for carrier collection arises if �nr falls below 10 �s �cf.
Fig. 11�a�� like it can be the case in polycrystalline cells.

B. Amorphous silicon

Existing amorphous silicon solar cells suffer from rela-
tively low short circuit currents of Jsc�17.5 mA cm−2,36

compared to a limit of Jsc
SQ=20.8 mA cm−2 corresponding to

a band gap Eg=1.75 eV, even though pin structures are used
to enhance carrier collection. Electron mobilities in intrinsic
a-Si:H are in the range �n=1–5 cm2 �V s�−1 �see, for ex-
ample, Refs. 37 and 38�. With the critical mobility
�crit

rad�90% �=8.5
10−3 cm2 �V s�−1, which allows us to col-
lect 90% of the current, these mobilities would be high
enough to guarantee complete carrier collection in the radia-
tive recombination limit if the device were only limited by
electron transport.

However, electron mobilities are reduced drastically if
a-Si:H is doped.39 This is one reason why a-Si:H solar cells
use an intrinsic layer as the photovoltaic absorber within a
pin structure. Thus, the radiative limit of this type of solar
cells is basically out of the scope of the present paper. Nev-
ertheless, we may get a first idea about whether or not the
material has an inherent mobility problem. Hereto, we have
to look at the lower one of the two carrier mobilities, in this
case the hole mobility.

For hole mobilities we have to distinguish between the
band mobility �p

band that accounts for a mobile hole above the
mobility edge and the effective drift mobility �p

eff that takes
into account trapping of the carriers in the valence band tails
during their transport to the electrical terminal.40 The band
mobility is �p

band=0.3 cm2 �V s�−1,40 or even much larger.41

However, this quantity is irrelevant for the practical working
conditions of the device. Values for the relevant drift mobil-
ity �p

eff range between few times 10−4 cm2 �V s�−1 and few
times 10−2 cm2 �V s�−1.40,41

When considering a pin model that is based on nonradia-
tive recombination Schiff found a critical mobility of about
1 cm2 �V s�−1 which by far exceeds the measured values for
�p

eff,32,40 and therefore proposed the term low-mobility solar
cells.32 As the current considerations show, only the best of
the measured values are above the critical value �crit

rad�90% �
=8.5
10−3 cm2 �V s�−1 that allows us to collect 90% of the
available short circuit current density �cf. Fig. 11�b��. There-
fore, the term low-mobility solar cell is most likely even
applicable in the radiative limit, i.e., a-Si:H is a photovoltaic
material which comes close to having an inherent mobility
problem. A detailed analysis of pin structures that investi-
gates the interplay between the mobilities of both types of
carriers will be given in Ref. 34.

The lesson learned from the example of a-Si:H is that
structural disorder �or inhomogeneities� not only reduce the
available open circuit voltage of a given photovoltaic ab-
sorber material42–44 but also, and more importantly, the short
circuit current even if no loss mechanism other than radiative
recombination is present.

FIG. 10. Simulated efficiency of �a� crystalline silicon �c-Si�,
�b� hydrogenated amorphous silicon �a-Si:H�, and �c�
Cu�In1−xGax�Se2 �CIGS, with x=0.26� versus nonradiative lifetime.
For typical measured values of the electron mobility �n, neither
c-Si nor a-Si:H is limited by carrier transport in the radiative re-
combination limit. Only in CIGS, transport might restrict the maxi-
mum attainable efficiency in the radiative recombination limit if the
mobility is much lower than �n=1 cm2 �V s�−1.

FIG. 11. Critical mobility for crystalline silicon �c-Si�, hydro-
genated amorphous silicon �a-Si:H�, and Cu�In1−x ,Gax�Se2 �CIGS,
with x=0.26� versus nonradiative lifetime. The critical mobility is
inversely proportional to the nonradiative lifetime and saturates
once the nonradiative lifetime is much larger than the radiative
lifetime �r of the respective material. At a doping level NA=5

1016 cm−3, it holds �r=4.7
10−3 s for c-Si, �r=6.2
10−5 s for
a-Si:H, and �r=6.4
10−8 s for CIGS. The saturation level depends
linearly on the doping concentration.
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C. Cu„In,Ga…Se2

Solar cell absorbers made from CIGS exhibit mobilities in
the range 1–20 cm2 �V s�−1.43,45 The critical mobility to
achieve 90% of the maximal short circuit current in the ra-
diative recombination limit of Fig. 11�c� is �crit

rad�90% �=8

10−2 cm2 �V s�−1. Thus CIGS is only one or, at best, 2
orders of magnitude away from having an inherent mobility
problem. This implies that as soon as nonradiative recombi-
nation comes into play the available short circuit current of a
CIGS solar cell falls below the maximum value. Measured
diffusion lengths in CIGS are in the range 0.5–1.5 �m,46

approximately corresponding to the thickness of a typical
device. Reported lifetimes are in the low nanosecond
regime.47,48 This is about 1 order of magnitude away from
the radiative lifetime �r=64 ns that we have computed from
the absorption data in Fig. 9 and used for the present calcu-
lations. From Fig. 11�c�, we find that �nr=30 ns already re-
quires a carrier mobility �crit�90% �20 cm2 �V s�−1 to war-
rant a 90% carrier collection. High efficiency CIGS cells
actually suffer a loss of slightly less than 10% in their short
circuit current due to recombination in the absorber material
�see, e.g., Ref. 49�. However, carrier collection in these de-
vices is enhanced by the electrical field in the space charge
region and by band gap grading.50,51

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has investigated the effect of finite carrier mo-
bility on the performance of solar cells and LEDs close to
their radiative limit. We find that four quantities, namely, the
absorption coefficient, the doping density, the device thick-
ness, and the light trapping scheme, immediately gain funda-
mental importance once finite mobilities are considered. Our
model generalizes the SQ theory of ideal pn-junction solar
cells �and ideal LEDs� to situations where restrictions by
diffusive carrier transport become decisive. We find that so-
lar cells are more sensitive to low carrier mobilities than
LEDs. In turn, nonradiative recombination harms more the
performance of LEDs than that of solar cells. For the case of
an energy-independent absorption coefficient 	, we find a
simple expression for the critical mobility �crit

rad that is neces-
sary to extract 50% of the available short circuit current den-
sity in the radiative limit.

Such an analytical approach is not possible for real semi-
conductor materials where the functional dependence of 	 on
the photon energy is not given by a simple step function.
Here, experimental values of 	 have to be used to simulate
the dependence of the conversion efficiency on the carrier
mobility. By this method we find critical mobilities
�crit

rad�90% � that allow collection of 90% of the available short
circuit current.22 We find mobilities �crit

rad�90% �=0.38, 0.007,
and 0.08 cm2 �V s�−1 for the materials crystalline silicon,
amorphous silicon, and CIGS.

Typical mobilities of crystalline silicon are about 3 orders
of magnitude larger than the critical value, thus, ruling out
any inherent mobility problem for this material. In CIGS,
this difference is only about 1 order of magnitude whereas in
a-Si:H the experimental drift mobilities for holes are scat-

tered around the critical value. Therefore in its radiative limit
and all the more in practice,32,40 a-Si:H must be considered
as an inherent low-mobility material. Even the help of the
built-in field in a pin structure only partly compensates this
problem.32,40,52 In practical CIGS solar cells, the relatively
low mobilities combined with the presence of nonradiative
recombination implies some losses in the short circuit cur-
rent density. Therefore, high efficiency CIGS devices53,54 use
a three-stage process55 leading to a band gap grading that
enhances carrier collection by the resulting quasielectrical
field.50,51

It is interesting to note that such collection enhancement
by means of built-in �quasi-� electric fields is not possible in
excitonic solar cells made from organic semiconductors. This
type of device relies on the diffusive transport of coupled
�and therefore neutral� electron and/or hole pairs
�excitons�.56,57 The relatively low mobility of excitons in
such materials �for reviews, see Refs. 58–60� might be a
limiting factor for the short circuit current despite of their
very high absorption coefficients and their favorable ratio
between radiative and nonradiative lifetimes. Due to the rela-
tive insensitivity of LEDs on low mobilities as discussed in
Sec. III E, such organic semiconductors are well suited for
light-emitting diodes61 while for solar cell applications addi-
tional efforts such as blending of the polymers with C60
atoms62 is necessary to overcome the mobility problem. An
investigation of mobility effects in excitonic as well as elec-
tronic solar cells that use the mathematical tools outlined in
the present paper and also include space-charge effects will
be published elsewhere.34
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF RADIATIVE INTERACTION
FUNCTION

The radiative interaction term f r
Lamb consists of all optical

propagation paths that at least once include the Lambertian
front surface of the cell. Therefore, we consider the total
balance between the photon flux �em emitted from the sur-
face into the cell and the photon flux �rec that is received by
the surface from the cell’s interior �cf. Fig. 12�. The prob-
ability that a photon from the interior of the cell is reflected
back into the cell’s interior is 1− tLamb, where the average
transmission probability tLamb of a Lambertian surface with
zero reflectance is tLamb=1 / n̄2. Balancing the photon fluxes
at the front surface therefore yields �em= �1− tLamb��rec. Ad-
ditionally, any photon emitted from the surface traverses the
cell and reaches the front surface again with a probability
tcell. Therefore, it also holds �rec= tcell�em+�r, including the
photon flux �r that is generated by radiative recombination
in xr. Resolving for �em yields

�em = �r
1 − tLamb

1 − tcell�1 − tLamb�
. �A1�
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The transmission probability tcell is obtained by integra-
tion over a normalized Lambertian angular distribution23

tcell = �
0

�/2

2 exp� − 2	d

cos����cos���sin���d�

= �1 − 2	d�exp�− 2	d� + �2	d�2 Ei�2	d� . �A2�

Next, we calculate

��r,1/2�xg,xr� =
4�n̄2

h3c2 �
0

�

	�E�E2 exp� − E

kBT
�


�
0

�/2

exp�− 	�1/2

cos��� �sin���d�dE
n�xr�

n0
�xr ,

�A3�

where �1=xr and �2=2d−xr. The corresponding radiative in-
teraction function is

f r,1/2�0,xr� = �
0

�/2

exp�− 	�1/2

cos��� �sin���d� = Ei2�	�1/2� .

�A4�

Accordingly, the interaction function describing the interac-
tion between the Lambertian front surface and the plane in xg
reads as

f r,1/2�xg,0� = �
0

�/2

exp�− 	�1/2

cos��� �sin���d� = Ei2�	�1/2� ,

�A5�

where �1=xg and �2=2d−xg. Therefore, the overall radiative
interaction function between xr and xg via multiple reflec-
tions at the Lambertian front surface is given by

f r
Lamb�xg,xr� = 2	f r,1�0,xr� + f r,2�0,xr�


1 − tLamb

1 − tcell�1 − tLamb�
	f r,1�xg,0� + f r,2�xg,0�


=
2�1 − tLamb�	Ei2�	xr� + Ei2�2	d − 	xr�
	Ei2�	xg� + Ei2�2	d − 	xg�


1 − tcell�1 − tLamb�
. �A6�
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